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Abstract—Access control and authorization in universal basic
services is one of the main security issues in distributed systems.
In particular, access control in distributed systems, such as in
healthcare systems, are crucial to improve facility safety and
security. This can lead to the provision of better quality of
life and contribute to a healthier future. In order to provide
better services, it is necessary to develop a suitable and ac-
ceptable authorization system to prevent unauthorized access to
data shared in these highly dynamic distributed environments.
In practice, several types of service providers, institutes, and
authorities generate a variety of data in a shared environment via
central authority for their entities. Generally, the use of a central
authority introduces several security and privacy issues due to
the increased risk if the central authority is compromised. To
address this issue, several traditional access control models have
been developed and introduced. These models, however, have
raised several critical security issues, and there is often a need
to combine it with a cryptographic approach to offer and create
better access control service to users in multi-domains. To achieve
this, we provide an appropriate solution to this issue. In this
paper, we introduce an access control policy model for the multi-
authority system, which enables attribute authorities to control
the security setting. We present a new access control framework
for a dynamic authorization model that uses Attribute-Based
Access Control (ABAC) and digital signature. We first define
and present our system and then formalize the construction of
the proposed system. Our system provides flexible access control
and enhanced privacy in applied and distributed environments.

Keywords – Access control, policy, distributed systems, health-
care, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fast-developing emerging technologies, particularly in the

healthcare domain, is creating a considerable amount of im-

portant and sensitive data. Due to the nature of this data, it

may be necessary to share this at any time with different users

in different locations, such as different health professionals in

various healthcare domain settings [1], who aim to provide

better healthcare services and improve patients’ quality of life

[2]. In our scenario, the healthcare data (or patient informa-

tion), associated services (the various healthcare services) and

technologies (such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and medical

devices) need to be controlled over these different healthcare

domains [3], [4], particularly considering the different local

storage systems in the different hospitals [5]–[7].

Since healthcare data are often stored in multiple domains,

it is necessary to protect the privacy of shared data using a

proper access control policy system [8]. Systems are used to

prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data. The majority

of current access control approaches do not provide flexible

access control due to several limitations, such as deciding on

and enforcing policies in a multi-domain. Additionally, these

domains generally do not willingly communicate with each

other via a central authority, since the security compromise of

a central authority can introduce a number of challenges.

In practice, healthcare data is generated and maintained by

several users and objects from various domains (e.g., Hospital

1 and Hospital 2) with different levels of security and policies.

To prevent unauthorized access to data in local and multi-

domain databases, numerous access control techniques and

approaches are proposed and used to support fine-grained

data access control in distributed systems. Approaches and

developments in healthcare to provide a wide range of access

control mechanisms are based on centralized access control.

However, centralized access control is limited to mechanisms

for sharing particularly sensitive healthcare data, such as heart

rate measurements and blood tests. A centralized system cre-

ates vast risks for privacy breaches or different type of attacks

affecting the availability of healthcare data [9]. Moreover,

users require the establishment of different types of trusted

users to control access to a centralized system. For example, a

third party, such as a cloud server, can decide what data should

be accessible and what type of policy should be enforced.

Furthermore, enforcing centralized management policies in

distributed systems is insufficient and unacceptable in a real-

world access control system because of the variety of security

and privacy settings and risks.

In 1996, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act (HIPAA) [10] was introduced in the United States (US)

to ensure the privacy of shared healthcare data in the local

and international level. It was created primarily to modernize

the flow of healthcare information, stipulate how personally

identifiable information maintained by the healthcare and

healthcare insurance industries should be protected from fraud

and theft, and address limitations on healthcare insurance

coverage [10]. Further, in 2014, the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) introduced an extensive

guide to Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) that can

be used to implement HIPAA requirements from technical

and organizational points of view [11]. However, ABAC is

not suitable for multi-domain access control because of the
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massive scale, and it is not easy to control and manage 
attributes in cross-domain [3], [4]. A suitable access control 
policy is therefore required to guarantee the privacy of shared 
data in multi-domains without relying on a central authority 
for authentication and authorization processes [12]. However, 
a natural progression of this work is to propose a detailed 
construction and security proof.

To date, several traditional access control models have 
been proposed (e.g., Access Control List (ACL), Discretionary 
Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC), 
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), Lattice-Based Access 
Control (LBAC) and Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC)) 
to provide better services [13]–[18]. Of these, ABAC is a 
promising traditional approach [11], [13], [17], [19]–[26], 
using various attributes to define the relationships between 
and within domains and entities (e.g., users and relevant 
data) [20]. For example, an access control policy in [19] 
presented a policy delegation with the aim to exchange gen-

erated policy between entities within and between domains. 
Although ABAC models provide a proper access control policy 
system, these policies are not easy to control and manage in 
multi-domains with different levels of security and privacy 
requirements.

Several cryptographic ABAC approaches and schemes have 
been proposed to permit a healthcare service provider access 
to specific data [27]. The Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) 
models are a subset of cryptographic ABAC models, which 
mainly focus on access control based on access structure [27],

[28]. In ABE, a user can gain access to data if, and only if, the 
user’s attributes meet the policy and defined access structure. 
In the majority of ABE models, the access structure is publicly 
distributed along with generated ciphertext. Generally, this 
increases the vulnerability of the data access structure while 
a user is able to decrypt the ciphertext. Furthermore, ABE 
increases the decryption cost because the number of bi-linear 
operations increases along with the number of attributes used 
in the access structure. Similar to ABE, the Attribute-Based 
Signature (ABS) is a popular cryptographic primitive that 
enables a healthcare service provider to sign the message 
with their own attribute private key [29]. Although this is an 
interesting primitive and has great importance since the access 
control is based on entities attributes, existing ABS schemes 
still suffer from third party and key management complexity 
issues [30]. Besides, the size of the signature in ABS is linearly 
increased in a distributed system.

In this paper, we contribute an access control policy 
combination solution of ABAC and digital signatures. We 
address the problem of central access to decision systems 
by introducing a suitable multi-domain healthcare scenario 
based on current issues and interaction of relevant entities in 
distributed environments. This work has led us to propose a 
new access control system for a dynamic authorization model 
(DAM), which uses the advantages of traditional access control 
and cryptographic methods. In this policy system, the final 
access control decision and policy enforcement is based on 
ABAC, that relies on the user’s attributes. The concept of a

digital signature is further used to securely exchange the user’s

attributes between authorities and entities in multi-domains. In

our proposed model, there is no requirement for any third

party to manage and generate global parameters (e.g., key

pairs and identity), except for generating initial parameters

during a trusted setup. Our system meets multi-domain re-

quirements and keeps the security settings of the distributed

environment locally. This system offers more opportunities

to prevent unauthorized access, protect the privacy of users,

and to keep security settings in cross-domain environments.

Moreover, we analyze the proposed model and prove that

our scheme archives the following security properties: flexible

access control with resistance against reply attack, attribute

collusion, and access control and privacy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II discusses the ABAC general model. Section III discusses

the overview of the system model and security requirements.

Section IV introduces our proposed approach. Section V

discusses the working example under our proposed model.

Section VI concludes the paper.

II. ABAC GENERAL MODEL

ABAC is an emerging access control model that can control

for the right access to shared data by evaluating policies and

attributes of the subject, object, environment, and action. In

ABAC, a user sends a query to gain access to specific data

within and between different domains. The key components

of ABAC are the policy decision point (PDP); policy admin-

istration point (PAP); policy information point (PIP); and 4)

policy enforcement point (PEP)1. In practice, the ABAC model

cannot successfully be applied in multi-domains with multiple

security and privacy requirements and settings [11], [12], [32].

The general architecture of NIST’s ABAC model is presented

in Fig. 1.

Access 
request 

Access

Permission 

Attributes

PEP

PIPPAP PDP

Fig. 1. ABAC Architecture.

1For additional information about the ABAC standard and components refer
to [11], [12], [31].
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The list of main abbreviations used in this paper is depicted

in Table I.

TABLE I
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

Abbreviation Explanation
AA Attribute Authority to which a patient or user belongs
EHR Electronic healthcare record
EMR Electronic medical record
EM Emergency department
ABAC Attribute-Based Access Control
HSP Healthcare service providers
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
HIPAA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
RBAC Role-Based Access Control
ABE Attribute-Based Encryption
IBE Identity-Based Encryption
ABS Attribute-Based Signature
PDP Policy decision point
PIP Policy information point
PEP Policy enforcement point
O Data owner (i.e. patient)
U Data consumer (i.e. user)

III. ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present our system model and apply it

to a general healthcare scenario to illustrate its benefits.

A. Our System Model

In our system model, we consider several domains, with

each domain including several entities (e.g., patients and

professional staff as users). We assume that each patient and

user belongs to one domain (for example, patient 1 belongs

to Hospital 1). The healthcare data is stored at the hospital

to which the patient belongs, and the data should be made

accessible through sharing with other users in the multi-

domain. The architecture of the system model is presented in

Fig. 2. To overcome the security issues of a traditional ABAC

model, the proposed model attempts to meet the following

security requirements: replay attack, attribute collusion, access

control and privacy. This paper focuses on a single domain and

multi-domain healthcare scenario to provide an appropriate

model for application in real worldd healthcare systems [12].

Healthcare application example: As a use case, we consider

the following scenario. Alice is a patient in Hospital 1 (AA1)

and Bob is a doctor in Hospital 2 (AA2). Bob would like to

access Alice’s healthcare data to monitor her medical condition

when required. Bob should not be required to register as a user

for the Hospital 1 domain, and Alice’s identity, attributes and

private information should not be revealed to any other AA,

including AA2 where Bob works or another third party. Let

us assume that Alice has attributes {“Hospital 1”, “Healthcare

Service Center”, “Microbiology Department”, “female”, and

“Name id = Alice”}. Based on this healthcare scenario, her

data must be stored in a local database in AA1 to be accessible

to professional staff such as Bob. Alice does not want to

reveal any additional information or attributes to either Bob

or Bob’s domain authority or any third party (e.g., the cloud).

Bob has attributes {“Hospital 2”, “Healthcare service center”,

N Authorities

Data 
User

Data 
Owner 

a
r

D
O

AA1 AA2

Fig. 2. Multi-Authority System Architecture.

“emergency department”, “Doctor with Id = 10”, and “2 pm to

4 pm on weekdays”}. Based on this, Bob can access Alice’s

data only if his attributes can satisfy the access structure (τ )

for Alice as defined by Alice herself or AA1 on behalf of

Alice. In our scenarios, Alice may not want to delegate all

her attributes to Bob but may delegate those attributes that

are sufficient to satisfy the τ . Alice does not allow Bob to

delegate the attributes further [12].

• Attribute Authority (AA): The AA acts as the manager

of either an AA1 (Hospital 1) or AA2 (Hospital 2),

working under the national and local laws and regulations

of its domain. The AAs is responsible for managing and

generating the required parameters, such as attributes and

keys.

• The data owner (patient) and consumer (user): A patient

is a person in a healthcare system who may receive treat-

ment. A user is a professional staff member (healthcare

service provider) who would like to access the healthcare

data if required. In our model, the patient’s healthcare

data are stored in AA1 and the user located in AA2.

• Access structure (τ ): The access structure includes a set

of the user’s attributes that needs to meet the condition

and target of an access request to permit the user access to

the data. A simple access structure in our system model

is as follows: Alice {Hospital A ∧ Healthcare service

centre ∧ Emergency department ∧ Doctor with Id = 10}.

An example of an access structure based on those as

mentioned above is depicted in Fig. 3.

B. General Healthcare Scenarios

The overall aim of access control is to manage access to

healthcare information and to identify unauthorized users. To

recognize and determine the security level and the variety of

players in a domain, we describe a simple healthcare scenario.

We consider a scenario where a university student faints while

running on a treadmill at a gym. First, the alarm is sent onward

to a medical server for further services. The specialist service
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Att1 Att2 Att3 Att4

Att1: Hospital  A
Att2: Healthcare  service  center
Att3: Emergency department
Att4: Doctor with Id = 10

Fig. 3. An example of access control structure.

provider is required to access the patient profile remotely from

a hospital in real-time. The professional staff in the emergency

department also need to have access to the patient’s history.

Several users may require access to the data, from dif-

ferent locations and multiple domains. In this scenario, it is

important to know what information is required for different

types of stakeholders [33]. Who can control and manage the

users, as well as the shared information, over open networks?

Who can have access to what, and how much data must be

accessible? Who can access health records and from where?

Why must specific users have access to healthcare information

and how much access should they have? Thus, an appropriate

mechanism is required to address the issues involved in

granting the right permission to authorized users. Due to the

variability of the healthcare scenarios, it suitable to use ABAC

regarding the different factors such as duties, attributes, roles,

policies, and security and privacy requirements in healthcare

environments. These factors may also demand consideration

of more conditions relevant to the scenarios.

IV. OUR PROPOSED ABAC APPROACH

In this section, we present our proposed approach and

include details of the proposed scheme.

A. Details of the Proposed Scheme

In our technique, the system initialization must first be set

up with the necessary parameters, such as the attributes, public

and private keys, signature and appropriate certificate within

and between AAs. An attribute key distribution based on the

proposed system model is then required to permit the user

and patient to receive an appropriate set of attributes from their

AA. In our model, the attribute key distribution is divided into

two phases. In the first phase, the attribute is assigned to the

patient and user via their AA, and the attribute is delegated to

the domain or the user via AA2. For this to happen, a secure

channel between AAs (AA1 and AA2) is required before

the exchange of any attributes. Additionally, in our proposed

scheme, the access decision happens in AA1, which requires

the user from an AA2 to communicate securely with the

authorization system in the AA1. This prevents unauthorized

disclosure of the set of attributes between AAs. The second

phase is where the access decision is made in the AA1, based

on the current permission and patient’s target, and condition

after evaluating the access request. The system allows the user

to access the particular data if, and only if, the attributes owned

by the user can satisfy the τ defined by patient and system

model called policy system model. The list of main notations

used in this paper is depicted in Table II.

TABLE II
LIST OF NOTATIONS.

Notation Explanation
Uk,id User belongs to the FHDm

Ol,id Patient where is belongs to the HHDn

G0 and G1 Two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime number
τ Access structure

MSKm Master key belongs to the mth AAm

PUBm Public key belongs to the mth AAm

P Policy
�→ Given permission to
EMRobj Electronic medical record
EMRid Electronic medical record request identification
RE Read as a permission
WR Write as a permission
Re,WR Read or Write as a permission
EM Emergency department
αm Secret key belong to the AAm

Xm Public key belong to the AAm

tm,i Secret attribute belongs to the original attributes of
AAm

Tm,i Public attribute belongs to the original attributes of
AAm

PKIAAm Public key infrastructure (PKI) certificate belongs to
the AAm

PKI′Uk
PKI certificate of the mth belongs to the AAm

tm,ω Particular secret attribute belongs to the AAm

ω Set of attributes obtained by user from respective
AA

ATAm
k Token assigned to the Uk by respectively AA

Sm
k signature related to ATAm

k
UAR′

k Set of attributes belonging to the Uk where the
attribute can reveal for AAm via access request

A′
m Set of attributes handled by AAm on behalf of their

entities

B. Preliminaries

In this subsection, we introduce the essential elements

needed to understand our proposed model.

- Attributes
In our system model, we have two types of attributes where

the called attribute is assigned to U (user) or O (patient) via

their respective authority AA1 �→O1 and the attributes delegate

to another authority via user or attribute authority AA1 �→AA2

(AA1: O1 �→AA2).

- Bi-linear map
In this paper, we use the concept of bi-linear group maps

for user commitment generation and to verify the internal and

external access request and the attribute issuer. For this, we

used the bi-linear map defined in [30], but we consider G0 and

G1 instead of G1 and G2. The bi-linear pairings of algebraic

curves are defined as a map. Consider G0 and G1 by two

multiplicative cyclic groups of prime number as denoting p
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and the g be a generated of G0. A pairing map is e: G0 × G0

→ G1, where must satisfy the following properties [34].

• Bi-linear: for any u, v ∈ G1, and a, b ∈ Zp, it has

e(ua,vb) = e(u,v)ab;

• Non-degeneracy: e(g,g) �= 1, where 1 is the unit param-

eter in GT ;

• Computability: there is an efficient algorithm to compute

G0 and e : G0 ×G0 → G1 for all u, v ∈ G0.

We assume that that the bi-linear group is symmetric if there

exists an efficiently computable isomorphism φ from G0 to G1

and an efficiently computable isomorphism φ′ from G1 to G0.

Similarly, we say that the bi-linear group is asymmetric if such

φ does not exist [30].

- Patient’s data anatomy
The data owner, referred to as the patient, may receive a

variety of medical treatments for any particular condition at

AA1. We assume that the patient has already registered with

AA1 and that he/she has identification O1, id that is belongs

to AA1. In our system model, the healthcare data is referred to

as EMROBJ , and can be any patient’s sensitive information

such as personal information and healthcare conditions.

- Patient’s policy anatomy
We define the patient’s policy anatomy as an access policy

called PP , where a patient uses the policy and security

requirements associated with his/her sensitive data to grant

particular permission to an internal or external user. This

means, a user needs to satisfy the PP related to the access

structure to get his/her permission to access specific data on

a healthcare database in AA1. The simple policy anatomy is

presented in the following. Usually, a user is allowed to read

(denoted as RE), write (denoted as WR) or perform both

actions (RE and WR) on healthcare data while he/she grants

the security requirement created by O1. As a tangible example,

a healthcare service provider (HSP) belonging to AA2 and a

healthcare service center are able to access (write and read)

health data where denoted as EMRhc, (PPhc: (HSP ∧ AA2)

�→ RE & WR). The doctor from the emergency department

(EM) needs to have access (read) to the data (PPhc: (doctor
∧ AA2 ∧ EM ) �→ RE and P : τ → X).

EMRhc(Phc : (HSP ∧AA2) → read&write) (1)

C. Proposed model construction
In this section we present our proposed model with four

phases:

i) Phase 1: Model initialization

• The first stage is dedicated to setup and to initiate the

multi-authority model. Universal parameters are required

for the authorities, to be shared within and between the

attribute authorities. For this stage, the system takes the

security parameters as an input and generates six tuples

(p, H , G1, G0, e, g) as the bi-linear parameters for output

with the secure hash function H: (0, 1)∗ → G (H ∈
Z
∗
P ). This also enables the new domain to join the multi-

authority setting in anytime by giving the legal evidence.

• In the second stage and after the successful universal

globalization setup, the respective parameters between the

domains and respective users need to be initiated with the

AA. For this, we denote Am as a set of attribute generates

by a respective authority such as AAm as well as Uk,id

for each user belonging to the same domain. The details

of this algorithm described in the following.

1) Each authority selects a randomized system as a

secret key called αm, where it is a component of

Z
∗
P . Xm = gαm broadcast as a public key of each

AA.

2) The public key calculates AAm (Ym = e(g,g)αm )

respectively, as well as each of the AAm randomly

selected tm,i, which belongs to Z
∗
P . Hence, any

attribute generated by an attribute authority along

with their pubic key denotes as a Tm,i, equal to

gtm,i .

3) In the last step, the authorities like AAm hold the

generated public and private key as a master secret

key where it denotes as a MSKm and includes

the secret key and the randomized selection key

(αm, tm,i). The corresponding public key broadcast

by AAm where called PUBm. This includes the Ym

and Tm,i.

ii) Phase 2: Secure communication between Attribute Au-

thorities (AAm and AAn)

As discussed in our system model, the healthcare service

provider as a user can access the data if, and only if, the

user attributes related to his/her request can be verified by

the authorization system where this system is located in the

AA1. Regarding this, secure communication between AA1 and

AA2 (AAm and AAn) is required to prevent the attributes

of a user from being disclosed against any other AAs. An

external user belonging to AA2 also requires a shared session

to establish secure communication between him/herself and

AA2. To this end, we assume there is a current PKI model

that generates certificates for each authority and respective

user, such as PKIAAm
and PKI ′Uk

. tm,ω is also the secret

attribute belonging to the AAm. Note that exploring security

properties of PKI is out of scope in this work.

iii) Phase 3: Distribution of entities attributes

In our system model, the respective AAs generate and assign

the relevant and necessity attribute keys to their entities under

the national and local laws and regulations of the domain while

the entity provides evidence of his/her eligibility. Here, we

assume that the user is eligible and a member of the domain

(U1,id ∈ AAm). After user eligibility is satisfied, the user’s

attribute key is assigned and called the assigned token attribute

ATAm
k . The corresponding signature for the user, generated

by AAm, denotes the Sm
k . In addition, we denote ω as a set of

attributes that Uk,id is required to obtain from their respective

AA.

In this stage, we assume that the Uk,id proves that he/she is

eligible to obtain the ω, so the respective authority generates

the ATAm
k associated with PKIAAm

as well as PKI ′Uk
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belonging to the receiver. The Xm as well as tm,ω is used

by the AAm to generate the signature, S. Also, the Sm
k

generated by the authority is equal to X
(H(ATAm

k )+tm,ω)−1

m ,

and then this calculates as a gαm(H(ATAm
k )+tm,ω)−1

. Hence,

the signed token related to eligible user for an access request

is {ATAm
k , Sm

k }.

iv) Phase 4: Access decision

As we discussed above, the access decision is determined in

AA1, to which the patient belongs, and the healthcare data

is stored for further services. The access decision is made

in AA1 after evaluating the access request and corresponding

attributes from the user. Hence, the user allows access to the

health records if, and only if, the attributes owned by the user

can satisfy the access structure defined by the AA1 on behalf

of the patient.

Based on the PKI assumption discussed earlier, we assume

the authentication session completed using the PKIAAm
and

PKI ′Uk
. Then, the user requests access to particular data,

including access request identification (EMRid), health data

(EMRobj) and a particular action required for this access

request. In the first step, the request will be evaluated by the

PEP while the access request is received by the authorization

system. The particular access requirements are based on the

user’s access request. The data owner access structure gener-

ates and then forwards this to the user, which this denotes as a

τ . For this, the user selects the particular attributes to belong

to his/herself called UAR′
k, where the selected attributes can

satisfy the access requirements, define on τ . The selected

attributes UAR′
k must be a subset of attributes assigned by

the attribute authority A′
m to the user. After this, the subset of

the user’s attribute singed and the relative token is transferred

to PEP in AA1. The token need to be validated, and then the

UAR′
k evaluated by the PDP. In the end, the user allows access

to a particular resource after giving permission; otherwise, the

access is denied. The process of validation and commitments

is explained below in detail.

As we mentioned, there is a token from the user that

matches with his/her access request and a token set from

the authority to which the user belongs. The authorization

engine checks whether the tokens are received from the same

request and the system will reject the access if, and only

if, both of the tokens belong to the same authority. This

can prevent an attribute collision. The system then checks

the certificate belonging to the user and his/her domain to

validate the eligibility of the user. In this stage, access to the

healthcare resource is immediately rejected if, and only if, the

certificate does not match the original certificate. Not only

does this enable the system to prevent an attribute collision,

but also enables the system to find the impersonating user.

The authorization system continues if, and only if, both of the

requirements described above are fulfilled.

In this step, we assume that the generated assigned to-

ken has not expired. Here, the access request automati-

cally will be rejected if, and only if, the token has ex-

pired; otherwise, the system continues to verify that the

S belongs to the user. We denote PUTm,ω = gtm,ω for

the public attribute related to respective AA of the user

Um. The authorization system calculates a helper string (de-

noted as ST ), which is equal to gH(ATAm
k )PUTm,ω and

then calculates as a gH(ATAm
k ) + tm,ω . In the following

step, the system uses the signature and string to compute:

e(Sm
k , ST ) = e(gαm(H(ATAm

k )+tm,ω)−1

, gH(ATAm
k ) + tm,ω).

The corresponding attributes associated with the assigned

token is valid, verify and satisfy the access structure if, and

only if, the computation answer is similar the Ym (public

attributes of the respective authority belonging to the user).

As a result, the system grants the user access to the specific

healthcare data when it is required.

D. Security analysis

We now give a specific security evaluation and analysis of

the presented model to demonstrate and highlight the strengths

of the proposed scheme in terms of known security attacks.

i) Replay attack:
We assume that there is an adversary who intercepted ATAm

k

where the token belongs to Uk. Let us say the adversary sends

a request to access to EMR with the amount of attribute,

which can satisfy the access structure. To do this, the adversary

needs to authenticate him/herself with the authorization system

located in AA1. The authentication will be rejected while the

system recognizes that the secret keys of the adversary are not

matching the secret key of the user belonging to AA2. This is

checked by using the attribute own by the user and the shared

PKI certificate between domains.

ii) Attribute collusion:
In ABAC, the attribute collusion requires to increases the

privacy of the system and prevents illegal access to healthcare

data because it generates attribute keys for two different

users. The resistance to attribute collusion also prevents the

authorities from revealing the attributes. Let us say AA1

handles the ω3, ω4, and the healthcare data in the respective

authority. We assume that there are two users (U3 and U4) from

different domains and tokens, such as ATA3 and ATA4. The

ω3 and ω4 are also denoted as a set of an attribute for each

authority. For this, we assume that U3 is interested in accessing

the healthcare resource using both ATA3 and ATA4. In this

step, both the public and private key of U3 are evaluated

to validate the eligibility of the user using corresponding

certificates. The system recognizes the user is not valid as

his/her attributes do not match with ATA4. Hence, this attack

will not happen, and this demonstrates the proposed model is

collusion resistant to the attribute.

iii) Access control and privacy:
A suitable access control framework is proposed based on the

use of multi-domains presented with the following feature to

meet the requirements presented model. Our model supports

the use of a multi-domain, which can provide both a central-

ized and decentralized access control model without relying on

third party control over data. As stated earlier, a user needs to

prove their eligibility and evidence to get access to healthcare
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resources. Here, we assume that the adversary is not able

to forge the signature S. Hence, critical information such as

attributes will include disclosure to a corresponding authority

or user. Therefore, this increase the privacy of sensitive data

in multi-domain.

iv) Resistance to third party storage attacker:
As we mentioned earlier in our system model, AA1 is a

domain where the patient is located and the data is stored.

AA2 is a foreign domain where the user is located and his

or her data stored. In this paper, we assume there is no

malicious actor inside the domain in this step. Both domains

are responsible for generating attributes and relative security

parameters (e.g., key pairs and certificates) for their users.

Also, we assume that there is a malicious actor inside the

cloud storage. In this case, the malicious actor in the cloud

or third party storage will not be able to access the healthcare

resources stored in the local domain because all the entities key

attributes and security parameters are generated and controlled

in AAs.

V. AN APPLICATION SCENARIO

The following example model has been selected to demon-

strate how our system works in reality. We assume that there

is a hospital in Melbourne, Australia, that has established a

single-domain access control system. Practically, developing a

secure healthcare system is the main goal to achieve a high

level of security, to keep the privacy of sensitive data and to

provide decentralized access control.

We assumed that there is an access control system (NIST’s

ABAC) developed and working well based on what we pre-

sented in this research project (refer to Section II). In practice,

each hospital may deploy a different access control system

based on its security setting and local rules and regulations.

Although this can differ between hospitals, the main concept

of access control systems is based on a general ABAC. It can

enable each system to independently make changes at any time

if required through the local authority. This can increase the

performance of the access control system, and small changes

in the policy system do not require multi-domain approval. The

policies are frequently updated according to the local standard

and security setting to permit or deny access to sensitive data.

Hence, the final decision will take less time rather than in a

multi-domain policy system.

Given this scenario, the admin of the domain uses our

system to experiment with the following:

• Local (Single) domain.

In a real system, the access control system is set up and

configured for the first time, and it requires light updates and

modifications based on new user and patient information. The

admin of the domain can use any local ABAC system such as

our local ABAC (Similar to NIST’s ABAC) to introduce new

attributes and the relationship between attributes and the stored

data in the local database. Additionally, it requires introducing

rules and mapping them to the attributes to represent access

control. According to this, the size of the domain and the

number of users cannot affect the access control service time

for each local request. Hence, there are no critical issues for a

local user such as doctor Bob while he is able to gain access

to local data. The reason is that Bob also uses the local system

and does not require an extra process for validation of identity

and verification.

• Multi-domain

Here, we have two scenarios to demonstrate how our access

control policy system works in a multi-domain.

1) The first case scenario, a user like a doctor Bob (be-

longing to AA2 in Melbourne) may be invited to AA1

in Brisbane, Australia for collaboration purposes. He is

aware that there are multi-domain solutions and require-

ments to access his patient information, but is not sure

about the quality of remote access in the multi-domain.

Bob may instruct his device (e.g., laptop or smartphone)

to collect local information from AA1 to facilitate the

collaboration. Whilst at AA1, Bob has patients in AA2

whose activity he needs to monitor. In this step, he will

send a request to get access to sensitive data located in

AA1 where he originally belongs. Based on our system,

he will use the public certificate from AA1 and not AA2.

Although a public certificate is required to verify the

place where Bob travelled for his new business, Bob

can gain access to his patient data without any issues,

as his own attributes are originally from AA1.

2) The second case scenario, a user like Bob, wants to gain

access to Alice’s data from AA2 in Brisbane. Note that

Bob in the second case scenario originally belongs to

AA2 and Alice is located in AA1 in Melbourne. In the

first step and sequence, he will get his own attributes

and key pairs from AA2. To do his duty, he will follow

the process of DAM (refer to Section IV). He can gain

access to data if, and only if, his attributes can satisfy

the policy requirements specified by AA1 and not his

local authority (AA2).

A few main advantages of our system model are as follows:

The authorization process will stop in the first step, if, and

only if, the user is unable to satisfy the access requirements.

This is because of the authorization request is blocked once

Bob’s protocol is unable to provide the necessary attributes

based on the access structure. Although communication and

computation overheads are not in our scope, our system

also reduces communication and computation overheads in

a multi-domain. Furthermore, by using our protocol, cross-

authority is not able to learn anything from the user while

he is requesting access to data. Additionally, we can achieve

attribute anonymity, user anonymity, and attribute privacy by

using the concept of a digital signature. Our system also

enables us to achieve selective attribute, dynamic change,

flexible access control and resistance to attribute collusion

as we state above. Furthermore, we propose the first access

control policy system that achieves attribute exchange property

in multi-domain, where this enables us to distribute attributes

in a multi-domain.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Access to sensitive data and associated services and tech-

nologies in multi-domains poses several security and privacy

concerns. To overcome these concerns, we introduce a dy-

namic access control policy model called DAM. DAM permits

a healthcare service provider (e.g., a doctor) access to patient

data at any time and from any location. Our model provides a

solution for a distributed healthcare system to decide whether

a user is eligible for access based on their attributes. We

have achieved a DAM scheme which provides flexible access

control while ensuring privacy and security in multi-domains.

Our solution and security analysis demonstrates that DAM

is beneficial to preserving the privacy of users and ensuring

data security. Furthermore, we plan to develop and implement

our proposed model to show the feasibility of our model in

practice.
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